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a b s t r a c t

Multilayered Al/Ni composites were produced by accumulative roll bonding (ARB) process using Al
1060 and commercial Ni foils. In this process it was observed that nickel layers necked and fractured
as accumulative roll bonding passes increased. After six ARB passes, a multilayered Al/Ni composite with
homogeneously distributed fragmented nickel layers in aluminum matrix was produced. Structure and
mechanical properties of these multilayer composites were evaluated at different passes of ARB pro-
eywords:
ccumulative roll bonding
omposite materials
echanical properties
icrostructure

cess. During ARB, it was observed that as the strain increased with the number of passes, the strength,
microhardness and elongation of produced composites increased as well. In addition, enhancement of
the strength was shown to be higher than the tensile strength of Al/Al and Al/Cu multilayered composites
produced by ARB process in the previous works by the same authors.

© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

etals and alloys

canning electron microscopy

. Introduction

Techniques of severe plastic deformation have been of contin-
al interest in the production of novel metallic microstructures.
mong these, accumulative roll bonding has been extensively used

o produce nanocrystalline [1–10], as well as two phase nanocom-
osites [2,5,11–21]. Besides there are several reports of mixing and
hase evolution of multicomponent systems during ARB processes
2,7,12,14,21]. In this technique, two strips of similar or dissimi-
ar alloys are rolled together for several passes. In the simple case
f two component system, the final structure consists of multilay-
rs, which refines progressively with continuation of ARB process.
he evolution of microstructures and related mechanical proper-
ies during ARB cycles at room temperature were studied for several

etal strips such as commercial pure Al [1,3,4], Al based alloys [6],
u–Ag alloys [7], Zr based alloys [8], IF steels [4,8] and multilayer
trips such as Al/Ni [11,12], and Al/steel [13], Ti/Al/Nb [14], Ti/Zr/Ni
15], Ti/Ni [16,17], Al/Pt [18], Al/Hf [18], Cu/Nb [19], Fe/Ag [20], and
l/Mg [21].

Interests in ARB are focused on mechanisms of grain refinement

nd the effect of strain on microstructural evolution. Concurrently,
he average grain size of the two components is known to refine
s the layered structure refines [12,15,20]. In the limit where
he layers breakdown and the alloy reach a steady state struc-

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +98 9173149475 (mobile); fax: +98 7112307293.
E-mail address: daneshma@shirazu.ac.ir (H. Danesh Manesh).

925-8388/$ – see front matter © 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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ture, it is possible to form solid solution alloys, intermetallics and
nanocomposite structures, depending upon the thermodynamics
of the system and the characters of the mixing process [11,14–17].
Generally, metallic multilayer composites are produced by coat-
ing processes like ion sputtering and evaporation in order to make
thin films [22–24] or by diffusion bonding of thin strips of different
materials. Recently, production and development of bulk multi-
layer composites by means of deformation processes like ‘repeated
press and rolling’ [20,25] and ‘repeated folding and rolling’ [5,26]
have been practiced due to economical benefits as well as capability
of mass productions [27]. It should be noted that most of the defor-
mation processes require expensive tools and complex processes
which have limited use at commercial and industrial scales. How-
ever, ARB process can be used as an innovative and appropriate way
of multilayer composite production for the sake of its simplicity
and cheaper primary commodity. With respect to other methods,
the ARB process of elemental foil arrays allows for the retention of
high purity during sample preparation [2,21]. This is because, dur-
ing deformation, the large interlayer interface areas are not exposed
to the atmosphere. In addition, the sample temperature does not
increase significantly above the ambient temperature during the
process under low deformation rate (i.e., about 1 s−1) [4,5].

Severe plastic deformation by ARB for similar metals and alloys

causes grain refinement by formation of IDB’s (incidental disloca-
tion boundaries) and GNB’s (geometrically necessary boundaries).
This leads to an ultrafine grained structure and equilibrium grain
boundaries [1,4,7,12]. Mostly, during co-deformation of dissimi-
lar metal systems, plastic instabilities in one of the layers occur

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/09258388
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jallcom
mailto:daneshma@shirazu.ac.ir
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jallcom.2009.09.022
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arlier than the other due to differences in mechanical properties.
s strain increases, the harder layer experiences necking and pre-
ature fragmentation [2,11,12,14–21]. Multilayer foils have been

f great interest owing to their new structural, chemical, mag-
etic, optical and electronic properties [14,19,22–24]. Especially,
he Al–Ni system has been studied thoroughly as a model system for
ts attractive applications as coatings and microstructural features
11,12,23,28,29]. In the past studies, thin Al/Ni multilayers were

ostly deposited by sputtering [23] or electron beam evaporation
28], while accumulative roll bonding process [12] and repeated
olding and cold rolling of Al and Ni sheets and foils were also
pplied as an alternative process to produce the Al–Ni multilayer
heets and foils [5,11,29]. ARB provides a relatively inexpensive
rocess, because starting materials are metal sheets or foils. These
etal sheets and foils are available in a wide variety of thickness

nd purity, as compared with specially deposit layers. The ARB pro-
ess also has a few problems; the most important defect of this
ethod is edge cracks that form at the higher ARB cycles—these

racked parts should be trimmed.
In this study the Al/Ni multilayer composites were produced by

RB process. In addition to the microstructural studies mechanical
roperties of produced composites were investigated at different
asses of ARB for the first time. Finally the properties of these com-
osites were compared with Al/Cu multilayer composite [2] and Al
anostructure strip [3] produced previously by the same authors.

. Experimental procedure

.1. Materials

Aluminum 1060 and commercial nickel foils (99.6% pure) were used as primary
aterials. Ni foils 100 �m thick and Al foils 100 �m thick were used in this study as

isted in Table 1.

.2. Production of Al/Ni multilayer composites

Foils with dimensions of about 60 mm × 120 mm were cut from the stock sheets,
nd were degreased in acetone for 30 min and then were scratch brushed. 6 Ni and 5
l foils were then stacked alternatively to produce a 1.1 mm thick multilayer sample
ith composition of 35%Al–65%Ni by atomic weight. This 1.1 mm thick sample was

olled down to a 0.7 mm thick sandwich. This initial sandwich was cut into equal
ieces in length and then degreased, scratch brushed and stacked for ARB process.

ARB of the primary Al/Ni sandwiches involved two main steps: first the surface
as degreased in acetone, air dried and then scratch brushed by a circular steel

rush. The second step was concurrent rolling of the stacked sandwich samples
sing a 170 mm diameter roll mill at a rolling speed of 15 rpm which was repeated
times at room temperature and generated a 5.3 equivalent strain in the multilayer

omposites. Cold roll bonding was conducted under the condition that the reduction
n thickness per cycle of ARB process was 50% (ε = 0.8/cycle), including ε = 0.5 for the
rimary sandwiches.

.3. Evaluation of structure

Rolling cross-section of multilayer composites was prepared for evaluation
f its structure by scanning electron microscope. Both unetched and etched
icrostructures were investigated. For metallography, samples were mounted using
conductive epoxy and then ground and polished by 1 �m diamond paste in the

ast polishing step. Electrical etching was performed using 5 ml HBF4 – fluoboric
cid 48% – and 200 ml distilled water. Chemical compositions gradient of the inter-
ace of layers were determined by an EDX spectrometer and corrected by ZAF factor

sing Link ISIS software and calibrated by using pure Ni and Al standards.

.4. X-ray diffraction analysis

The X-ray diffraction technique was used for phase identification of produced
omposites. Diffraction patterns were recorded using a Philips X’Pert diffractometer

able 1
pecifications of Al and Ni foils.

Materials Chemical composition (wt.%) Sheet d
(mm ×

Commercial pure aluminum foil 1060 99.5 Al, 0.20 Si, 0.25 Fe, and 0.05 Cu 120 × 6
Commercial pure nickel foil 99.6 Ni, 0.3 Mn, 0.05 Si, and 0.05 Fe 120 × 6
Compounds 489 (2010) 103–109

employing Cu K� at room temperature. The data were collected for diffraction angles
35о ≤ 2� ≤ 105о , with a step width of 0.05о and a step time of 1 s. The diffraction
was performed on the cross-sections of 10 samples.

2.5. Mechanical properties of Al/Ni multilayer composites

Tensile test was performed for composite samples by an Instron tensile machine
at a strain rate of 8.3 × 10−4 s−1 at room temperature. Tensile test samples were pre-
pared with 8 and 3 mm in gage length and width, respectively which correspond to
one fifth of the JIS-5 standard dimensions [2,3]. Vickers microhardness was mea-
sured by a Leitz apparatus under a load of 15 g and time of 15 s on composites’
cross-sections perpendicular to the rolling direction. Microhardness test was car-
ried out on both aluminum matrix and nickel layers in more than seven points and
the average value was reported.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Structure

Fig. 1 illustrates macrostructure variations of Al/Ni composites
during different ARB cycles. It is evident that nickel layers were
coherent just in the first cycle of sandwich production, Fig. 1a,
and then they initiated to neck and fracture locally in subsequent
cycles. Finally nickel layer separation was observed in the sixth
cycle (Fig. 1b–d). After six cycles of ARB process, a composite with
aluminum matrix and homogeneously distributed Ni fragments in
the matrix were achieved (Fig. 1d). Al matrix acts as a transfer media
for load to the Ni foils and fills up all spaces between the Ni layers.
Fracture is ductile as shown by the elongated ends of Ni foils (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 shows that appropriate bonding with a uniform interface is
created between adjacent aluminum and nickel layers in six cycles
of ARB. Corresponding to Fig. 1, as ARB process cycle increases, there
is an increase of strain and also a decrease in the thickness of nickel
layers. The two metals adhere rather quickly on initial rolling, and
then, stress builds up and Ni layers yield, neck and fracture at sev-
eral points. It was shown in Fig. 1 that nickel layers elongated during
the first cycle of ARB and preserved their coherency in most of the
regions. After the second cycle, necking, fracture and separation of
Ni layers took place through the samples (Fig. 2). Generally, during
plastic co-deformation of dissimilar metals, instabilities originate
due to differences in mechanical properties of layers (Al and Ni lay-
ers) causing the advent of necking and fracture in the harder layer
(Figs. 1 and 2) [2,12,14,19–21]. It should be mentioned that dif-
ference in mechanical properties of two dissimilar layers of Al/Ni
composites leads to inhomogeneous fragmentation of nickel lay-
ers in the form of small parts inside the Al matrix (Fig. 1a and b).
This effect becomes weaker as the number of cycles increases and
mechanical properties of the matrix and reinforcements are closer
resulting in a homogeneous deformation of Ni layers inside the Al
matrix (Fig. 1d).

Variations of nickel layer thickness were measured and are
shown in Fig. 3 versus the number of ARB cycles. It shows a rapid
decrease of Ni layer thickness during the initial ARB cycles and
leveling off after the second cycle which is due to fracture of the
Ni layers. The deformation of the layers was followed by measur-

ing their thickness along intercepts perpendicular to the rolling
direction drawn at several random positions of the SEM micro-
graphs; 150–200 layers were observed each time. With attention
to Fig. 4, the frequency distribution of Ni layer thicknesses broad-
ened quickly to 2nd cycle of ARB process (Fig. 4a) and became

imensions (L, W, t)
mm × mm)

Hardness (VHN) Elongation (%) Yield strength (MPa)

0 × 0.1 27 13.2 34.7
0 × 0.1 81 9.8 126.4
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Fig. 1. SEM micrographs of the ARB processed Al/Ni multilayer composites show

arrow after 6 cycles of ARB (Fig. 4c). The thickness distributions
re well fitted by the log normal function in various cycles of ARB
hat demonstrated in Fig. 4. It should be also mentioned that ultra
ne layers with thickness less than 10 �m were observed at sixth
ycle of ARB in various points. This behavior was reported for other
o rolled bimetallic foils too [29].

Fig. 5 shows the SEM image of nickel and aluminum layers (elec-
ro etched) after different passes of ARB process. With attention to
his figure, grain refinement and elongated grain microstructure
ithin rolling direction are created by increasing the ARB strains.
rrow A in Fig. 5c shows a shear band that divides the elongated
rain of aluminum layer to subdivisions and penetrated the adja-

ent Ni layer too.

Min et al. [12] demonstrated that shear bands in the matrix
round the interface of matrix and reinforcement move inside the
ard phase due to its lower formability and cause shear and sepa-

ig. 2. SEM image of Al/Ni multilayer composite cross-section after the fourth cycle
f ARB.
ross-sections of (a) primary sandwich, (b) 2 cycles, (c) 4 cycles and (d) 6 cycles.

ration in hard phases as shown in Fig. 5c with arrow A. In the early
stages of ARB process, the length of the Ni layers is more than the
distance of shear bands, and consequently, incoherent fragmen-
tations along the layers are created (Fig. 1b and c), but as ARB
proceeds, Ni layers are traversed and shortened by shear bands,
and ultimately a macrostructure with Al matrix and reinforcing Ni
fragments with lengths shorter than shear band size is created in
the rolling direction (Figs. 1d and 2). Considering the basics of ARB
process, thickness of Ni layers decrease with increasing the num-
ber of cycles, and this leads to thicknesses far less than the original
thickness. The same trend is also shown in Figs. 3 and 4. As Fig. 5
demonstrates, non-uniform structural variations – specifically in

the interface of Al matrix and Ni layers – originate from inhomoge-
neous interaction of matrix and reinforcement layers. These are in
turn due to the different flow stresses of phases, friction between Al
matrix and Ni layers, and the friction between rolls and sample sur-

Fig. 3. Thickness variations of the nickel layers during different cycles of ARB of
Al/Ni multilayer composite.
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to the increasing number of ultrafine grains and largely misoriented
ig. 4. Thickness frequency distribution of the Ni layers in Al/Ni multilayer com-
osite and log normal fitted line after (a) 2 cycles, (b) 4 cycles and (c) 6 cycles of ARB
rocess.

aces. Moreover, grain structure in the Ni layers is heterogeneous.
ig. 5 shows the grain structure of a nickel fragment at the edge and
enter zone. It was found that the grains are elongated at the edge
f Ni layers, whereas equiaxed grains were formed in the center
f these layers as in Fig. 5d. As mentioned above, large strain must
ave occurred at the two ends of Ni layers.

Physically, the softer matrix needs additional deformation to

ccommodate in the vicinity of harder Ni layers. Thus, it is expected
hat strain in the Al layers is more than the Ni layers due to the
ifference between the strength and work hardening exponent
f them (nNi = 0.387 and nAl = 0.221). Fig. 6 shows that the strain
Compounds 489 (2010) 103–109

generated in Ni and Al layers in the initial stage of strain is approx-
imately equal and close to the ideal isostrain condition, but with
increasing the ARB cycles, strain in the Al layer become larger than
that of which in the Ni layers. At early stage, nickel layers work
harden quickly due to the higher work hardening exponent, and its
strength increases more remarkably in comparison with Al layers.
This process leads to strain accumulation in the Al layers and Al
layers become thinner than the Ni fragments (Figs. 1 and 2).

The imposed plastic strains are not distributed equally for the
Ni layers and Al matrix, and strain partitioning through thickness
is also heterogeneous. It is reported that the relatively larger shear
strain is introduced in surface regions in each ARB cycle due to
the friction between the rolls and sample surfaces, which results
in the change of grain size and different work hardening effects
[21,30]. Moreover, heterogeneous strain distribution occurs in Ni
layers and Al matrix due to the friction between the two metals
caused by differences between flow properties.

Fig. 7a and b displays the composition profile across the Al/Ni
interface after one and six cycles of ARB processes, respectively.
These were obtained by EDX line scan analysis of a 4 �m line
perpendicular to the Al/Ni interface. The EDX line scan along the
interface of Ni and Al layers in the Ni/Al multilayer composite shows
the diffusion of the two elements at the interface with increas-
ing the cycles of ARB (Fig. 7b). Some local intermixing occurred
at the interface of layers at higher cycles of ARB process and
resulted in homogenous bonding. This phenomenon is known as
a deformation induced interdiffusion process [11,18], which has
also been observed during mechanical alloying process [31]. It
consists of three basic mechanisms; mechanically induced atomic
displacements, pipe diffusion along dislocations and severe plastic
deformation induced vacancies [11,31]. The X-ray diffraction pat-
tern from a cross-section of Al/Ni multilayer composite produced
by six cycles of ARB (Fig. 8) shows that only aluminum and nickel
phases are present at the interface of this composite. Therefore, no
other products were formed at the interface, and since the binary
phase diagram of Al/Ni shows no solid solution [23,29], the diffu-
sion slope in Fig. 7b shows a nonequilibrium solid solution. This is
not an equilibrium process because the EDX analysis shows some
regions with a composition close to Al50Ni50 (Fig. 7). This corre-
sponds to the composition of the ordered B2 NiAl phase. However,
the XRD result did not show any intermetallic compound (Fig. 8).

3.2. Mechanical properties

The mechanical properties of primary sandwich and Al/Ni mul-
tilayer composites are summarized in Fig. 9. With regards to
this figure, the yield strength and tensile strength of the Al/Ni
composite increase with increasing the ARB cycles compared to
the primary sandwich. The maximum yield strength and tensile
strength reached 302 and 370 MPa respectively after 6 cycles. Uni-
form and total elongations decreased in the first two cycles, and
then increased by increasing number of ARB cycles.

It has been stated that strength variations in severely deformed
composites are governed by the two main strengthening mech-
anisms; strain hardening by dislocations and grain refinement
[3,4,21,32–34]. In the early stages of ARB process, which a higher
work hardening rate is imposed, the strength increases in cycles 1
and 2 due to work hardening [33,34]. After cycle 2, higher strength
is achieved by grain refinement as the ARB cycles increase. As the
effect of work hardening decreases, gradual evolution of ultrafine
grains plays the main role in the strengthening. This effect is related
grain boundaries [4,32,35]. In the present work, strengthening of
composites is not only resulted from the mentioned mechanisms,
but it is also affected by the reinforcing role of the Ni layers in the
Al matrix (Fig. 9) [2,21].
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posite, (a) after 2 cycles, (b) 3 cycles, (c) 5 cycles and (d) 6 cycles of ARB process.
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Fig. 5. SEM micrographs of electro etched cross-section of multilayer com

The engineering tensile strength and the total elongation of sev-
ral materials are compared in Fig. 10—Al/Ni composite after 6
ycles (equivalent strain 5.3), aluminum 1060 foil (cold rolled with
hickness of 100 �m), pure nickel foil (cold rolled with thickness of

00 �m), ARB processed Al/Al strip after 6 cycles (equivalent strain
f 4.8) [3] and ARB processed Al/Cu multilayered composite after
cycles (equivalent strain of 4.6) [2]. With attention to this figure,

he strength of both ARB processed Al/Al and Al/Ni multilayer com-

ig. 6. Variation of true strain of Al and Ni layers with respect to ideal form, which
efine on isostrain condition for Al and Ni layers.

Fig. 7. EDX line scan at the interface of aluminum and nickel layers after (a) 1 cycle
and (b) 6 cycles of ARB process.
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Fig. 8. XRD pattern from the cross-section of Al/Ni multilayer composite after 6
cycles of ARB process.
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erties of the composites in two ways, direct and indirect [3,10]. For
the direct mechanism, the layers bear part of the load exerted on
the composites when the load is transferred from the matrix with
ig. 9. Variation of strength and elongation of Al/Ni multilayer composite with
espect to the number of ARB cycles.

osites increased in comparison to the commercial pure nickel and
luminum foil, whereas their elongation decreased in comparison
o pure Al and Ni foil. A comparison of ARB processed Al/Al [3], Al/Cu

2] and Al/Ni composite demonstrates a higher strength for the
l/Ni multilayer composite, while elongations of Al/Cu composite
nd Al/Al are greater than the Al/Ni multilayer composite.

Furthermore, like other ARB processed materials [3,4,33–35]
longation decreased in the first two cycles due to the reduction

ig. 10. Tensile strength and total elongation of commercial pure Al foil, pure Ni
oil, ARB processed pure aluminum [3], Al/Ni and Al/Cu [2] multilayer composite.
Compounds 489 (2010) 103–109

of dislocations mobility as well as the small number of the existing
shear bands. With increasing the number of ARB cycles, elongation
increased (Fig. 9) due to the increase of the bond strength between
matrix and reinforcement, as well as the thinning of Ni layers and
their more uniform distribution in the matrix. One other reason
could be that with increasing the ARB cycles, harder nickel layers
become discontinuous, and softer aluminium layers play the role
of the composite matrix.

Fig. 11 shows microhardness variations of aluminum and nickel
layers at different cycles of ARB process. It illustrates that, as cycles
increased, microhardness of both aluminum matrix and reinforcing
nickel layers increased. Microhardness of both phases experienced
a sharp rise in initial values from 27 and 81 to 86 and 141 VHN for
aluminum and nickel layers respectively and followed by a moder-
ate increase at intermediate cycles, and then, a plateau in the last
cycles of the ARB process. It shows a high rate in the early cycles
of ARB, and then, a lower rate for the last cycles. After the first and
second cycles of ARB, the microhardness for aluminum matrix and
nickel layers was approximately constant. In other words, work
hardening for nickel layers and aluminum matrix is just is effective
for the early cycles, and it does not contribute much in the later
cycles of ARB process. Generally, hardening behavior in ARB pro-
cessed ultrafine grained structures follows a trend which reaches
stable condition. Rapid increase in microhardness for rather low
strains was attributed mainly to the formation of subgrain bound-
aries and dislocations at the interface of Al and Ni layers, while grain
refinement occurs in the later cycles [3,4,32]. Results show that the
grain refinement contributed less in the increase of microhardness
than in the work hardening mechanism [36].

As shown in Fig. 11, in early stage of ARB process there is a high
difference between the maximum and minimum hardness in both
aluminum and nickel layers. As ARB cycles increased, this difference
decreased. It is because of the large amount of redundant shear
strain introduced into the surface layers [30]. On continuing the
ARB process, half of the surface layers come to the center in the next
cycle, the repetition of this procedure causes more homogenous
strain distribution through the composite thickness, leveling off
the differences in hardness.

It is inferred that nickel layers influence the mechanical prop-
shear action of the interface. For the indirect mechanism, the layers
affect the microstructure of the composite in two aspects. On the

Fig. 11. Microhardness variation of nickel and aluminum layers of Al/Ni multilayer
composite produced by ARB process.
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ne hand, the nickel reinforcements can refine the microstructure,
nd on the other hand, the tangling effects of dislocations around
he nickel reinforcements may result in the increase of the strength
nd hardness.

. Conclusion

Microstructural observation and mechanical measurements of
RB processed Al/Ni multilayer composites lead to the following
onclusions:

1) ARB process can be used to produce Al/Ni multilayer compos-
ites. With increasing the number of ARB cycles, nickel layers
start to neck and fracture, leading to separation and frag-
mentation of this phase. After six cycles of ARB, a composite
of aluminum matrix with uniform distribution of reinforcing
phase (Ni) was obtained. Furthermore, nickel layers microstruc-
ture is not uniform. This is due to the non-uniform distribution
of the strain originating from the friction between nickel and
aluminum layers, as well as the shear strain gradient through
the composite thickness.

2) Strength and microhardness raised with increasing the num-
ber of ARB cycles, while elongation decreased with respect to
the original values after the production of primary sandwich.
Also, strength of the ARB processed Al/Ni multilayer compos-
ites is higher than the ARB processed pure aluminum in the
same strain range due to the strengthening effect of reinforcing
nickel fragments.

3) Some nonthermodynamically intermixing occurred at the
interface of the aluminum and nickel layers, but no intermetal-
lic compound was formed.
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